We approximate a chain recurrent dynamical system by periodic dynamical systems. This is similar to the well known Bohr theorem on approximation of almost periodic functions by periodic functions.
A pseudo-trajectory is called asymptotically dynamical with the dynamical asymtotics T • if d(T t+τ m(t), m(t + τ )) → 0 as t → ∞ uniformly with respect to τ ∈ [a, b], ∀a, b < ∞.
The curve can be piecewise continuous.
The following assertion holds:
Theorem 1.1. (T t , M ) is chain recurrent iff there exists a dense a.d.p.t.
We omit its proof (see e.g. [Az, Th.4.3.1.2, 4.3.3.3.] ).
1.3.Approximation. Let M be a metric compact space with a distance d(•, •). For sets E ′ , E ′′ ⊂ M define
Let M ′ ⊃ M be a compact set and let (T • ′ , M ′ ) be a dynamical system. We
be a chain recurrent dynamical system on a connected metric compact set M , and let
be the orbit passing through a point x ∈ M.
Suppose the orbit is not periodic. Then there exists a dynamical system (T • ′ , M ′ ), M ′ ⊃ M that reduces to M as (T t , M ), and for every sequence of numbers P n → ∞ there exists a sequence of periodic orbits
Now we realize the chain recurrent dynamical system by the following model. 
Truncate it: let µ * P n be the reduction to the annulus e −P n ≤ |z| ≤ e P n ,; now extend it periodically to all C in the following way:
Every orbit passing through µ P n is periodic with period 2P n .
Proposition 2.1. The sequence µ P n → µ in D ′ topology and, hence, in the equivalent metric.
Proof. This is so because for every g ∈ D(C \ 0) we have supp g ⊂ (e −P n , e P n ) for large n. Hence
for large n.
Theorem 2.2 (Approximation). and a homeomorphism imb :
i.e., any dynamical system can be imbedded in (
This theorem is proved in [Az , Th.4.1.5.1] Here is a sketch of the proof. i.e., the density f ν of ν is defined by
Accordingly,
We can extend this equality to all µ ∈ M[ρ, σ] using a limit process in D ′ topology.
We can also define ν as a distribution in D ′ (Cyl). Namely, for ψ ∈ D(Cyl) we and such that the linear hull of its translations are dense in L 1 (−∞, ∞). We can choose, for example, the function 
Now we check the property τ Using (4.1.6.2), we obtain
and < ν, ψ >:= ψ * (φ, r)µ(dφ ⊗ rdr)
The transformation P t x = (φ, tr), re iφ ∈ C \ 0 passes to
Thus T e τ µ gives a transformation S τ ν defined by
for densities or by (4.1.6.2) < S t ν, ψ >:= ψ(φ, y − t)ν(dφ ⊗ dy)
for distributions ( ψ ∈ D(Cyl).)
So we should check the one-to-one correspondence between ν(•, m) and Y (•, m).
Suppose ν(•, m 1 ) = ν(•, m 2 ).
Then < ν(•, m 1 ), ψ >=< ν(•, m 2 ), ψ > ∀ψ ∈ D(Cyl).
In particular, set Then (4.1.6.6)
From (4.1.6.6) we obtain for the convolutions (F 1 * X)(y) ≡ (F 2 * X)(y), y ∈ (−∞, ∞).
Thus
because of the property of X.
Hence
In particular, for y = 0 we have
Hence m 1 = m 2 because of (4.1.5.3), and this completes the proof of one-to-one correspondence.
So we proved also Theorem 1.2 (Approximation).
Let us note that the approximating dynamical system is considered on a larger compact set than Orb(x), but reducing it to the closure of Orb(x) yields the same 2.3.Example. Consider an example that was proposed to us as a counterexample by Prof.Morris W.Hirsh and was a reason to change a little the formulation.
The first realization:Let M = S 1 × S 1 and (φ x , θ x ) define every point in M.
This DS is homeomorphic to the following one.
The second realization:place in points x 1 , x 2 two masses m 1 = 0.5, m 2 = 0.5, this is a mass distribution µ 0 on S (µ 0 ∈ K) and consider as T t µ 0 moving this mass distribution as described above. Now consider Hom : K → M[ρ, σ] such that m 0 → µ which is the mass distribution on the positive ray that consists of two masses m 1 = (1/2)σ; m 2 =
(1/2)σ − ǫ concentrated , for example, at points x = 1; y = 0, and x = α, y = 0.
Then µ P n ∈ M[ρ, σ] and the assertion of Approximation Theorem holds.
Returning to the second realization we obtain that the irrational curve on the torus can be approximated by an irrational curve (with masses) on an infinitedimensional torus.
I am indebted to Prof.A.Eremenko who pointed out to me a mistake in the previous formulation.
